To: All LLB Students

**HL WEE SCHOLARSHIP**

The NUS Faculty of Law is pleased to inform that the family of the late Mr Harry Wee has made a gift to the Faculty for the purpose of establishing a faculty-level endowed scholarship to support students who have an interest in advocacy.

The gift is to be used to award one Scholarship starting in AY 2014/2015, to law students and the Scholarship award shall be S$6,000.00 each.

**Selection Committee**

A Selection Committee shall be empowered to award the Scholarship. The Selection Committee shall comprise of three members of the Faculty, as nominated from time to time by the Law Dean.

**Selection Criteria**

In order to be eligible for the Scholarship, the applicant must fulfil the following conditions:

(a) To undertake the LLB programme in consecutive academic years.

(b) Student must demonstrate an interest and gift for advocacy.

In making its recommendations, the Selection Committee shall consider the candidates’ academic record, financial circumstances and extra-curricular activities records.

The Selection Committee reserves the right not to award any scholarship, if there are no candidates of sufficient merit.

**Award**

The Scholarship award shall be **Six Singapore Dollars (S$6,000.00)**. Each Scholarship is only tenable for the academic year in which it is awarded.

**Other Conditions**

The Scholarship Committee reserves the right to revoke or suspend the Scholarship, if and when it deems fit. This could be due to one or more of the following circumstances:

(a) conduct of the recipient (past and present comes under scrutiny and/or

(b) the academic progress or performance of the recipient is considered unsatisfactory.

Applicants/awardees must not concurrently hold any other form of free aid e.g. bursaries, scholarships without the prior approval from the respective awarding bodies.

-------- Thank you --------